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BURGLARPROOF DEVICE FOR 
HYDRAULIC MACHINE 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to a burglarproof device for 
a hydraulic machine, and more particularly to a burglarproof 
device for hydraulic machines including construction 
machines such as hydraulic excavators. 

5 

Prior art burglarproof devices for hydraulic machines are 10 
disclosed in JP. A, 2-132233 and JP. A. 63-116958, for 
example. These burglarproof devices are designed to release 
start-up prevention means for an engine start-up system 
from an actuated state only when ten numeral keys of a 
lO-key input unit are depressed in the order of the password 
predetermined. allowing the machine to operate while any 
other person who does not know the password is prohibited 
from operating the machine. The hydraulic machine is 
thereby secured against burglary. Further, FIG. 1 of JP. U, 
4—70559 illustrates a device constructed in a similar manner 
as in the above prior art for the purpose of protecting 
mechanics against the event that any other person may 
unknowingly start up the machine under service work. This 
prior art also has a function common to the burglar proof 
device in prohibiting any other person from operating the 
machine. In addition, FIG. 2 of JP. U, 4-70559 proposes an 
arrangement adapted to cut 01? not an engine start-up system. 
but an engine fuel system for the same purpose. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

As explained above, the prior art burglarproof devices are 
designed to unlock the engine start-up system from a locked 
state upon the password being entered through the l0-key 
input unit. However. most of construction machines such as 
hydraulic excavators employ diesel engines in which once a 
starter is rotated. the engine continues rotation through 
self-ignition after then because of a governor sucking fuel. 
Therefore. even with the engine start-up system cut 01f. if the 
engine is once started up by directly coupling an external 
battery to a starter’s motor terminal and rotating the starter, 
the engine continues rotation. meaning that the machine may 
be stolen. This results in the problem that the security against 
burglary is insuf?cient. While it is also proposed to cut off 
the engine fuel system. this arrangement raises a fear of 
leaking fuel and hence requires sufficient measures to ensure 
safety. Furthermore. in either case of cutting off the engine 
start-up or fuel system. additional parts must be installed 
around the engine. But because the space around the engine 
is small. there is a demand of avoiding such additional parts 
to the utmost. Still another problem is a di?iculty in setting 
a proper location within the small space around the engine 
where those parts are installed in such a manner as making 
it hard for burglars to ?nd them. 
An object of the present invention is to provide a bur 

glarproof device for a hydraulic machine which has a high 
degree of security against burglary. ensures high safety. and 
can be simply installed in a location where the device is hard 
to ?nd for burglars. 
To achieve the above object. the present invention is 

constituted as follows. 

(1) To overcome the problems stated above. the present 
invention provides a burglarproof device for a hydrau 
lic machine provided with a hydraulic system compris 
ing a main hydraulic system including a main hydraulic 
pump driven by a prime mover. a plurality of actuators 
driven by a hydraulic ?uid delivered from the main 
hydraulic pump. and a plurality of main control valves 
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2 
for controlling respective ?ow rates of the hydraulic 
?uid supplied from the main hydraulic pump to the 
plurality of actuators; and a pilot hydraulic circuit 
including a pilot hydraulic pump driven by the prime 
mover and controlling the main hydraulic circuit with 
a pilot primary pressure produced by the pilot hydraulic 
pump, wherein the burglarproof device comprises code 
input means. an unlocking electronic circuit for gener 
ating an unlock signal when a predetermined code is 
entered to the code input means. and lock means 
disposed in at lease one location in the hydraulic 
system for enabling the hydraulic system to operate 
when the unlock signal is generated. and disabling the 
operation of the hydraulic system when the unlock 
signal is not generated 

With the present invention thus constituted. when the 
predetermined code is entered to the code input means. the 
unlocking electronic circuit generates the unlock signal and 
the lock means enables the hydraulic system to operate. 
Therefore, the operator can move the hydraulic machine. To 
the contrary, when the predetermined code is not entered to 
the code input means, the unlocking electronic circuit does 
not generate the unlock signal and the lock means disables 
the operation of the hydraulic system. Therefore, the hydrau 
lic machine is unable to move and can be protected against 
burglary. 

Also. since the lock means is disposed in the hydraulic 
system. there is no need of taking safety measures against 
fuel leakage. Further, since the hydraulic system has many 
and long hydraulic lines and the lock means may be pro 
vided in one location along any of those hydraulic lines. the 
lock means can be easily installed in a position where it is 
hard to ?nd for burglars. 

(2) In the above (1), preferably, the lock means is disposed 
in the pilot hydraulic circuit. 

Since the pilot hydraulic circuit is subjected to pressure of 
as low as 10 Kglcmz, for example. and has a thin pipe 
diameter, the installation of the lock means is easy. 

(3) In the above (1), preferably, the pilot hydraulic circuit 
includes a common hydraulic line for transmitting the 
pilot primary pressure of the pilot hydraulic pump to a 
plurality of pilot control portions, and the lock means 
is disposed in the common hydraulic line. 

By so providing the lock means in the common hydraulic 
line, it is possible to shut oif the source pressure (the pilot 
primary pressure of the pilot hydraulic circuit) and to disable 
the operation of the entire pilot hydraulic circuit by only one 
lock means. 

(4) In the above (1), preferably, the unlock signal gener 
ated by the unlocking electronic circuit is an ON 
electric signal. and the lock means disables the opera 
tion of the hydraulic system when the ON electric 
signal is not generated. 

With this feature. even if the burglar notices the presence 
of the burglarproof device and destroys the code input means 
and the unlocking electronic circuit. the lock means can hold 
the hydraulic system in a disabled sate and protect the 
hydraulic machine against burglary. 

(5) In the above (1), preferably, the lock means is disposed 
in at least one hydraulic line of the hydraulic system, 
and includes valve means for cutting off the hydraulic 
line when the unlock signal is not generated. 

(6) In the above (1), the lock means may be disposed in 
at least one hydraulic line of the hydraulic system, and 
may include valve means for communicating the 
hydraulic line with a reservoir when the unlock signal 
is not generated. 
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(7) In the above (1). preferably. the lock means is disposed 
in at least two locations in the hydraulic system. 

By providing the lock means in at least two locations, 
even if the burglar ?nds one of the two lock means and 
connects the lines on both sides of the found lock means to 
each other. the other undiscovered lock means still functions 
normally and the hydraulic machine can be protected against 
burglary. 

(8) In the above (1). preferably. the code input means is 
a wireless receiver for receiving the predetermined 
code by radio from a wireless transmitter. 

By so employing the wireless receiver as the code input - 
means. unlike a l0-key input unit. the transmitter is not 
required to be provided on the dashboard surface Within a 
cab. but can be disposed in a place behind something. It is 
thus possible to conceal the presence of the burglarproof 
device itself. 

(9) In the above (8). preferably. the burglarproof device of 
the present invention is constituted such that the wire 
less transmitter stores the predetermined code before 
hand and. upon operation by an operator. transmits the 
predetermined code to the wireless receiver by radio. 

This is more convenient for the operator in that the 
operator is only required to carry the transmitter storing the 
password therein beforehand with no need of ?xing the 
password in mind. 

(10) In the above (1). preferably. the pilot hydraulic circuit 
includes a plurality of valve operating circuits for 
driving the respective main control valves in the main 
hydraulic circuit with the pilot primary pressure. and 
the lock means is disposed in at least one of the 
plurality of valve operating circuits. 

(11) In the above (10). preferably. the hydraulic machine 
has a boom and an arm which are coupled to each other 
in a relatively vertically movable manner. the plurality 
of actuators include- a boom cylinder and an arm 
cylinder for driving the boom and the arm. respectively. 
and the lock means is disposed in the valve operating 
circuit for the main control valve associated With the 
boom cylinder. 

(12) In the above (10). the hydraulic machine may have 
an undercarriage. the plurality of actuators may include 
at least one track motor for driving the undercarriage. 
and the lock means may be disposed in the valve 
operating circuit for the main control valve associated 
with the track motor. 

(13) In the above (10). preferably. the valve operating 
circuit comprises a pilot primary pressure line for 
transmitting the pilot primary pressure of the pilot 
hydraulic pump therethrough. pilot valve means con 
nected to the pilot primary pressure line for converting 
the pilot primary pressure into a pilot secondary 
pressure. and a pilot secondary pressure line connected 
to the pilot valve means for transmitting the pilot 
secondary pressure to the corresponding main control 
valve. and the lock means is disposed in at least one of 
the pilot primary pressure line and the pilot secondary 
pressure line. 

(14) In the above (10). preferably. the main control valve 
includes a spool and a pair of hydraulic driving sectors 
arranged at both ends of the spool to face each other. 
the valve operating circuit includes. as the pilot sec 
ondary pressure line. a pair of pilot secondary pressure 
lines connected respectively the pair of hydraulic driv~ 
ing sectors. and the lock means includes an on/off valve 
for communicating the pair of pilot secondary pressure 
lines with each other when the unlock signal is not 
generated. 
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4 
(15) In the above (1). the pilot hydraulic circuit may 

include a pump control circuit for controlling a delivery 
rate of the main hydraulic pump with the pilot primary 
pressure. and the lock means may be disposed in the 
pump control circuit. 

(16) In the above (1). the pilot hydraulic circuit may 
include a pilot relief valve for keeping the pilot primary 
pressure constant. and the lock means may be relief 
pressure regulating means provided in the pilot relief 
valve for reducing a setting pressure of the pilot relief 
valve when the unlock signal is not generated. 

(17) In the above (1). the main hydraulic circuit may 
include a hydraulic ?uid supply line for supplying the 
hydraulic ?uid delivered from the main hydraulic pump 
to the plurality of main control valves. and the lock 
means may be disposed in the hydraulic ?uid supply 
line. 

(18) In the above (1). the main hydraulic circuit may 
include a main relief valve for restricting an upper limit 
of the delivery pressure of the main hydraulic pump. 
and the lock means may be relief pressure regulating 
means provided in the main relief valve for reducing a 
setting pressure of the main relief valve when the 
unlock signal is not generated. 

(19) In the above (1). preferably. the burglarproof device 
of the present invention further comprises lock input 
means operated by an operator for instructing whether 
a lock state is to be set or not. and the unlocking 
electronic circuit comprises ?rst unlocking control 
means which. at the time of turning-off of a key switch 
for controlling start-up and stop of the prime mover. 
sets the lock state and brings the unlocking electronic 
circuit into the system down when the lock input means 
instructs setting of the lock state. and sets an unlock 
state and brings the unlocking electronic circuit into the 
system down when the lock input means does not 
instruct setting of the lock state; and second unlocking 
control means which generates the unlock signal in the 
case of the lock state being set only when the key 
switch is turned on and the predetermined code is 
entered to the code input means. and which generates 
the unlock signal in the case of the unlock state being 
set simply when the key switch is turned on. 

With the present invention thus constituted. upon the 
operation of the hydraulic machine being stopped. if the 
operator turns off the key switch and also operates the lock 
input means to instruct setting of the lock state. the ?rst 
unlocking control means sets the lock state and brings the 
system down. When the operator turns on the key switch at 
the subsequent start-up of the hydraulic machine. the second 
unlocking control means generates the unlock signal only 
when the predetermined code is entered to the code input 
means. thereby enabling the hydraulic system to operate as 
per in the ordinary lock arrangement. On the other hand. 
upon the operation of the hydraulic machine being stopped. 
if the operator turns off the key switch alone and does not 
instruct setting of the lock state with the lock input means. 
the ?rst unlocking control means sets the unlock state and 
brings the system down. At the subsequent start-up of the 
hydraulic machine. the second unlocking control means 
generates the unlock signal simply when the key switch is 
turned on. thereby enabling the hydraulic system to operate. 

Accordingly. when the operation of the hydraulic machine 
is stopped in a normal manner. the system is brought down 
in the lock state by instructing setting of the lock state from 
the lock input means. Thus. the hydraulic machine cannot be 
operated for the start-up by persons who do not know the 




















